Coco fiber drag mat
- 6.5 feet wide
- Gentle on all surfaces
- 60-pound weight ensures it stays on the ground
- 1 1/4-inch fibers are bonded with a solid vinyl backing
- Comes with a 9-foot jack chain, which fits all utility vehicles and provides pull strength

Turf Mark Ultra Green indicator
- Concentrate spray
- Provides a discreet yet visible mark for the application of liquid pesticides and fertilizers
- Dissipates quickly in wet and dry weather
- Efficient use rates provide greater flexibility for the applicator to create a visual aid for optimal placement of pesticides and fertilizer

Aloft insecticide
- Contains the active ingredient clothianidin
- Controls early-season adults, surface-feeders and all white grubs
- Available in granule and sprayable formulations
- EPA-label-registration approval expected this fall

GooseBuster repellent
- Unit features alert and alarm calls of Canada geese, recorded in the wild
- Other options include gunshot and coyote sounds
- Designed to trigger a response in geese that causes them to leave an area in panic
- Includes a control unit, four directional speakers with 100-foot cords and a 24-hour timer
- Covers as many as 7 acres

Surfactant applicator
- Redesigned with a brass control valve for durability
- Precision spray nozzle is designed to put down a large volume of water with a wide, precise droplet-distribution pattern
- Can be transformed into a syringe nozzle for watering greens and tees
- Ideal for applying the Advantage surfactant pellet

Lower Your Handicap.
GreensKeeper gas-powered trailer
- Designed for topdressing incorporation, turf grain management and heavy topdressing incorporation after core aeration
- Soft, pliable bristles are firm enough to do the job without damaging grass plants
- Rapid brush rotation contacts grass from all directions, causing turf to stand up
- Powered by a 3.75-hp Briggs & Stratton engine or an optional 5.5-hp Honda engine
- Electric lift cylinder raises and lowers brush pan
- Fits most vehicles
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Core Buster drag mat
- Interlocking 20-by-20-by 2-inch grid panels allow the user to choose the size
- Made of rust-free polyethylene
- Lightweight design allows for easy transportation
- Panels can be stacked, or the full mat can be hung for storage
- Available in 160-by-60-inch or 100-by-60-inch sizes that can be reconfigured
Par Aide
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Porta Pipe
- Interlocking 20-by-20-by 2-inch grid panels allow the user to choose the size
- Made of rust-free polyethylene
- Lightweight design allows for easy transportation
- Panels can be stacked, or the full mat can be hung for storage
- Available in 160-by-60-inch or 100-by-60-inch sizes that can be reconfigured
Par Aide
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Public Course.
Get on course by visiting GCI Online's FREE Message Board. Interact and get answers to your questions from your peers and our editorial staff who frequently stop by to join the discussions.
www.golfcourseindustry.com/messageboard

iMatch Quick-Hitch
- Enables tractor users to hook up the PTO drive shaft of rear rotary cutters and tillers without leaving the operator's seat
- Available as an option on compact utility tractors
- Can be retrofit to existing tractors
- Operators simply need to back the tractor to the implement, raise the 3-point hitch to connect the implement and secure the latches
John Deere
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